


Main Steps:

1. Work out the total volume of the Eiffel 

Tower (V1)

2. Work out the volume of iron frame (V2)

3. Volume of space for the marbles (V3 = V2 –

V1)

4. Work out the volume of a single marble (V4)

5. Number of marbles = V3 / V4 (Stacking 

efficiency)

Brief

For Step 1:

Section 1: Formula method of a truncated 

square pyramid

Section 2: Use of integration

Section 3: Two different methods & 

Comparison

Section 4: Formula methods of cubes and 

cylinders



Molly - Layer one



Integration Steps

Step one:

Step two:

rhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vLy5VoUcQE&t=213
s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vLy5VoUcQE&t=213s


Sunny - layer two



Scale:   1:1



Calculations

Volume of each identical 
part:

Final volume of layer 2:



Section 3 - Method 1 





Section 3 - Method 2

s

笑阳你就直接在这一页左边空白部分开始你的show  :D

我顺便附赠给你示例图

谢谢！你这图画得太好了

Scale: 1:100





Section 4 (The top one)
The semi-circular shape on the 
2D model actually represents 
something similar to a cube on 
the actual structure. Therefore, 
we decide to calculate the 
volume of two cubes and a 
cylinder. We think this is 
accurate enough and it’s the 
best we can do. 

sophie



I first used geogebra to figure out the scale: 10.34 cm 
:32400 cm = 1:3132.53cm

I then found all the length needed to calculate the 
volume of the two cubes and a cylinder. 

1(cube):

Length = width= 1679.4746cm

Height=1017.1325cm 

We assume all the cross sections of eiffel tower are 
squares. Therefore width equals to length.



Volume of 1 (cube)  = 2868959460cm3

2(cube):

Length = width = 1253.70116cm

Height = 733.2626cm

Volume of 2 (cube) = 1152517656.4cm3

3(Cylinder):

Height = 2109.32cm

Radius = 147.683cm

Volume of 3 (cylinder) = 144528450.86cm3

4(cylinder):

Height = 1268.74cm

Radius = 50cm

Volume of 4 (cylinder) = 9964660.488cm3

TOTAL VOLUME OF THIS SECTION =
4175970227.7cm3
= 4175.970m3



Sara - available volume calculation  

Layer 1:   565376.679 m^3

Layer 2:   126451.964 m^3

Layer 3: 76707.836 m^3

Layer 4:   4175.970 m^3

Total volume = 772712.449m^3



final number of marbles
Average marble = 2cm̂ 3

= 2x10^-6 m^3

If 4 marbles are packed together as close as possible 
their centers form a tetrahedron. When there are more 
marbles a lattice is created, therefore the ratio of 
filled to empty space in the tetrahedron will be the same 
as the ratio for the available volume. 



- The functions for integrations (layer 2 & 3) are found by using the picture of the Eiffel 
Tower model, which can affect the accuracy if the model is not drafted exactly to scale

- The method used to find the functions of curved sides of the E iffel Tower is partially 
based on human judgement of where to put the points on the curve, which can affect the 
accuracy of results as there are can be human errors

- The dimensions of the E iffel tower used for calculations are all corrected to one decimal 
place, could be more accurate

- The number of decimal places rounded in every step of calculation could be increased to 
improve our accuracy

Evaluation

1. The shooting angle of the 
photo is an low angle, which 
largely affects the shape of 
the tower as well as the scale

2.  There are bushes on the two 
bottom sides, parts of the 
tower are hidden



Evaluation

- When calculating the marbles, we considered the 
stacking efficiency, however we assumed the 
available space of the tower for marbles to be like 
the space in the jar. Yet, the inside space of the 
Eiffel Tower is divided into small sections by the 
metallic structure, that much space of the corners 
is not available to stack marbles, that the stacking 
efficiency in reality would be lower than expected.



Thank you!
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